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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0677477A1] Grab with two grab buckets which are located on both sides of a first plane of symmetry and are each provided with a cutting
edge and a grab arm bucket with which they are connected to each other by means of a hinge, comprising further: a grab yoke; closing means
for bringing the grab buckets from at least one open excavating position to a closed position, whilst rotating the grab bucket arms about the hinge;
means for attaching to the grab yoke a suspension rod or stick, which is provided at the upper end with means for coupling to a crane jib or the like
and is suitable for transferring pressure or tensile forces; and rigid connecting rods which extend between the grab yoke and each grab bucket and
are each hingedly attached thereto at their respective ends, wherein the cutting edges are located in such a way in relation to the hinge and the ends
of the connecting bars, that during their movement from the open to the closed position the cutting edges pass through a substantially horizontal
path. <IMAGE>
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